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One thing I noticed about Mr. Burke,
Was that he had kind of a quirk.
His hands would always shake,
And he’d complain that they would ache.
He was special to my mom,
But not because he reminded her of someone
from her favorite sitcom.
He reminded my mom of her dad,
Which sometimes made her kinda sad.
Maybe it was the way he spoke,
Or the fact that he was always drinking a coke.
Across the street lived Mr. Nugent.
You could tell by the look on his face,
He was fantasised by space.
One sticky summer night I saw him wheel out a
contraption,
I tried to focus on my book but it was too much of
a distraction.
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I  ran out the door to see thinking “Wow! That's sweet!”
But of course, I looked both ways before crossing the
street.
“What’s that?” I asked with my eyes gone wide,
“It’s my brand new telescope,” he said. “You wanna
try? ”
I looked through the scope at a beautiful constellation,
Which I always thought were a figment of my
imagination.
A neighbor is not just a person to lend you a cup of
sugar.
Neighbors are people that we cannot choose,
But eventually we realize that they’re people we never
want to lose.
A neighbor can be more than neighbor,
It just depends whether or not you cross the street.
Two houses down live the Paquettes,
They’re French so they introduced me to baguettes.
They have a son named Billy,
From a young age I thought he was just being silly.
He had kind of a stutter,
And loud noises gave him a shutter.
Although he had an emotional imbalance,
He always amazed me with his impressive talents.
One time I told him my birthday,
And he told me I was born on a Thursday.
When he turned eighteen I went to his birthday party,
Everyone in the pool was going wild.
But, later I heard someone explaining that he had the
mind of a child.
I was only ten so I didn’t really understand autism,
But it explained his erratic mannerisms.
One house down lived Mr. Burke.
I always thought their house was so cool,
Maybe only because they let me swim in their pool.
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